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Morrisons

• One of Yorkshire’s largest Business Parks
with over 200 acres (80Ha) in an exclusive
country park setting, alongside greenbelt,
with access to J33 and J34 M1 motorway
junctions in under 6 minutes.
• Factory 2050 is the UK’s first fully
reconfigurable collaborative research facility
at the heart of the University of Sheffield’s
Advanced Manufacturing Campus, home
to three new engineering research centres
designed to accelerate the region’s advanced
manufacturing capabilities. At the nucleus
of the Advanced Manufacturing Innovation
District (AMID).
• A wide range of on-site amenities
which include; bus services, Mecure Hotel,

Particulars: These particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not
rely on statements by any joint agent in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing
(“information”) as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value.
None of the joint agents have any authority to make any representations about the property,
and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the
agents, seller(s) or lessor(s). Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the
property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, measurements and distances
given are approximate only. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any
part of the property does not mean that any necessary planning, building regulations or
other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other
ways that these matters have been properly dealt with and that all information is correct.

cafés and a créche.

• Dual carriageway access to the centre
of England’s fourth largest city in under 8mins.
• Immediate availability of fully serviced
sites for advanced manufacturing and built
to suit packages for over 1 million sq ft of new
Sheffield Parkway (A630)

manufacturing and office development space.
• There is a range of funding and other
incentives that are available on case by case

M1 J33 (2mins)

basis depending on the type of industry
or commercial operation. Explore the
bespoke opportunities through the
Sheffield City Region, Local Enterprise

High specification development opportunities - Land Sale or Built to Suit

Partnership or the Sheffield City Council.
• On site development and management team.
“Fulcrum chose Sheffield Business Park as the location for our national
headquarters as it embodies the professional business environment
within which we and our customers operate. The location is well served
by convenient road, motorway and rail links to the rest of the region
and the rest of the country – benefiting both our operating capability
and the commuting needs of our staff.”

www.sheffieldbusinesspark.co.uk

Facilities Manager, Fulcrum

